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"White s main characters are regarded by most
of their acquaintances as odd or stupid or mad
They are generally avoided and often feared and
attacked because their essential innocence
presents an intolerable challenge to the Belf
protective conformism of normal people
Notable exceptions are the tragic Nietzschian
superman Voss and Waldo one of the two
mam characters of Tlie 'Solid Mandate who is
isolated by his own ignorance and pride
All White s heroes and heroines suffer greatly
and some die but except in Voss he does not
imply that suffering is a necessary condition of
goodness but rather that it is its inevitable con
conuttant Joy returns to those who survive for
all these novels emphasise though good must
endure evil it never yields to it
Another of the novels recurrent themes Js the
difficulty of communication White s heroes and
heroines have the gift of profound empathetfc
communion but even the most educated of them
find it all but impossible to articulate their experl
ences of joy and suffering Most pf them try to
express themselves in other ways hi painting
music dance and Increasingly through a word
less selfless love for people
Like that of all major writers White e style is
highly individual and makes challenging demands
upon his readers His idiosyncratic punctuation
and, in The Tree of Man his frequent use of
verbless sentences seem attempts to reflect
his characters fumbling for understanding and
expression of their experiences Sometimes
White mases no obvious distinction between his
characters' expression of feeling and his own
comment upon that expression In The Atintfs
Story such interplay between his own and his
character s viewpoint is at tnoea confusing bntin
subsequent novels his increasing mastery of
technique adds to the subtle allusive qualities of
his style White takes a poets delight in the
metaphorical ambiguity of words He is a master
of ironic bathos and epigrammatic wit
To symbolise Ms mam. characters quests for
understanding and their progress towards it
White uses the age old symbols of The Explorer
Traveller Artist and Wise Simpleton Other
figures who repeatedly occur in his novels are a
laundress a harridan mother and a physically
deformed spinster
His finest novels The Tree of Man Voss and
Siders in the Chariot are those inspired by
archetypal legends the stories of the Creation
and Fall (The Tree of mom) the expedition of
the explorer JJudwig Leichardt (Voss) and the
Crucifixion (Eiders in the CJianot)
Whites novels are by no means faultless.
Sometimes his style seems self-conscious, at others
emptily rhetorical Occasionally his symbolism
is clumsy and hi his last two novels there is a
general loss of momentum combined in The Solid
Mandate with what seems like gratuitous violence
Nevertheless White remains one of the most
rewarding if also one of the most demanding of
contemporary novelists Bach of his books is
extremely complex To write of them so briefly
is to deal summary justice
Angus Wilson (b 1913}
Although now best known as a novelist
Wilson first made his name with a volume of short
stories The Wrong Set, 1640 (P) He has since
published two other collections of stones and a
play as wen as six novels
Wilson is an admirer of Jane Austen and at
times the style of Hemlock and After is reminiscent
of that of her novels. He has also long admired
the writings of Zola and Dickens, on which he has
published critical studies and recently he- has
expressed his growing appreciation for the techni
 cal skill of "Virginia, TS oolf an appreciation which
is apparent in his latest novel No Laughing
Matter
4. serious comic novelist Wilson is merciless m
exposing snobbery hypocrisy and self deception
However he does not always achieve artistic
transformation of his material Thus although
some of the finest parts of his work are in dialogue
some of his virtual conversations are as painful to
read as they would be to endure in reality Like
Zola and Dickens "Wilson is horrified yet fasci
nated by cruelty and vulgarity He has been
called morbid by some critics There are
certainly times especially hi The Old Men at (he
Zoo when the charge seems justified But Wilson
can alpo be dehciously ftniny as m his account of
the Historical Association meeting (Anglo bason
Attitudes)
His chief technical fault is a tendency to over
load his novels with characters he has no time to
develop His best works seem to be The Middle
4ge ofllrs Eliot and Lale Catt in both his cast is
limited Some of the minor characters particn
larly working class ones appear caricatures and
variations of the same types recur from one book
to another Wilson is nevertheless a writer of
immense vitality Each of his novels is quite
nithke the others although they have certain
common themes
Obviously aware of the stresses imposed by the
political and social problems of our century
Wilson was the first contemporary English
novelist to write frankly of the homosexual
underworld
Hemlock and After 1853 (P) Anglo Saxon Atti
tudes 1956 (P) The Middle Aae of Mrs Eliot
1858 (P) Late Catt, 1984.
Each of these novels opens with the liero or
heroine facing a crisis which compels him (her) to
reassess his (her) adequacy as a person and in
relation to others Bach endures considerable
mental sufiermg Bernard Sands the novelist
hero of the first hook, dies before he can rebuild
his life Geoffrey Mlddlefcon, historian, con
noisseur of pictures (Anglo Saxon Attitudes) Meg
Eliot widow of a successful barrister, and Sylvia
Calvert retired hotel manageress (Late Coil} each
hi quite different ways comes to find purpose and
meaning m life
Conversely Meg 8 brother David who has also
suffered bereavement withdraws to the petty
isolation of his market garden. David is the
moat fully drawn of the several figures In Wilson s
novels who indulge in ritual self-denial instead of
racing facts (of Inge Anglo Saxon Attitudes
Susan No Laughing Matter)
The Old Men at Oie Zoo    1961    P
A political satire the novel abounds m images of
brutality and sadism. At the beginning of the
book, the narrator Simon Carter Administrator
of the London Zoo seems more imaginative and
sensitive than his colleagues, bat he becomes
increasingly coldblooded The novel is an ex
ploration of megalomania. Each of the Zoos
successive Directors Is obsessed with putting his
own pet schemes into practice and ruthlessly
exploits his coneagues and the animals in his care
an of whom he regards as objects to be man!
polated. The book doses, at the end of a
British-European war with Simon s canvassing
his own appointment to the Directorship
No liaughmg Matter   1967
This ambitious, extremely long novel, written
in a variety of styles and containing a short story
and several plays presents a panorama of twen-
tieth-century life "Ultimately,, it seems to fail
because, since the narrative te divided among the
lives of the six Matthews children and their
parents constantly flhifthw from, one to another
none of the characters is fully realised.

